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to aid, whom it inity concern: . 
Be it known that I, JoHN WILLIAM HART 

LEY, engineer, a subject of the Queen of Great 
Britain, residing at Newcastle road, Stone, 
in the county of Stafford, England, have in 
vented new and useful Improvementsin Golf. 
Clubs, of which the following is a clear and 
exact description. 
My invention relates to golf-clubs; and the 

object thereof is to 
prevent the shock being transmitted to the 
hands of a player using the same when the 
ball used in playing the game is unfairly 
struck or an unyielding obstacle is unwi. 
tingly hit when an endeavor is made to strike 
the ball. By the invention injury to the club 
is also preveited when an obstacle is uninten 
tionally strick, and the golf ground or course 
is saved from injury when the club comes into 
contact there with instead of the ball. 
To this end the invention inciudes a golf 

club having the head and handle portions se 
cured to each other in a manner to permit 
relative movement of the two parts with 
means for yieldingly holding the parts to 
gether and in position. 
The invention is illustrated in the accom. 

panying drawings, in which - 
Figure 1 is an elevation of a club con 

structed according to the invention. Fig. 2 
is a detail view of the end of the handle por 
tion of the club. Fig. 3 is a view of the lead 
portion of the club. 
to Fig. 1 of a modified form of club. Fig. 5 
is a cross-sectional view on the line () (), 
Fig. 1. Figs. 6, 7, and 8 show cross-sectional 

invention with totlified forms of pivotal con 
Iicctions. 
modified forms of to il veill.iii. Figs. 11 and 
12 are cross-sectional views illustrating modi 
fied forms of pivotal connections. Figs. 13 
and 14 show two elevations of another nodi 
fication of the invention. Figs. 15 and 16 
show detail views in elevation and plan of an 
other modification. Figs. 17, 18, and 19 are 
detail views of further modifications. 
According to the invention the head and 

handle portions of the club instead of being 
lashed firmly together or made in one piece, 
as is the usual Imethod, are pivotally con 
nected to each other and a yielding band 

provide a club which will 

t. 1"n. 

Fig. 4 is a view similar 

Figs. and J show tiewittitus of 

fitted around the shank portion of the head 
and the handle either above or below the 
pivotal point or both above and below the 
pivotal point. This band or the bands hold 
the parts together firmly enough to give the 
best effect when the ball is fairly struck, and 
yet they permit the parts to move relatively 
to each other when an unyielding obstacle is 
unwittingly struck, so as to relieve the shock 
to the club and decrease the force of the blow. 
The balds also to an extent give a cashion 
ing effect. 

In the form of the invention shown in Figs. 
1, 2, 3, and 5 the end of the handle S is bey 
eled and flattened along one side to form a 
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tapering end, and to this flat beveled part a 
plate F is secured, being preferably counter 
sunk the 'cit). This plate carrics a stud F, 
which forms the pivot on which the parts 

The shank of the head if is tapered 
and flattened along one side to correspond to 
the beveled portion of the handle. To this 
portionathin metal plate A is secured by lash 
ings T. In alinement with the stad F the 
body of the plate A is turned inwardly to 
provide a bearing to receive the stud. Around 
the shank and handle at thc pivotal point a 
leather band L is fitted, which acts to hold 
the parts securely together at this point. 
Above and below the pivotal poiit elastic or 
yielding bands R are fitted around the shank 
and handle. 

In the form ill strate in Fig. 4 the plate 
A and lashings are dispensed with and the 
pivot connecting the parts finds a bearing di 
rectly in the body of the shank of the head. 

views of clubs constructed according to the . In Fig. 6 the pivot F is shown as extending 
through both the shalk of the head and the 
handle, both of these parts being surrounded 
by metal ferrules c. 

In Fig. 7 the stud F, which extends from 
a plate counters unk in the handle S, passes 
entirely through the shank of the head and 
is surmounted by a nut which when screwed up finds a bearing on a segmental metal plate 
which rests against the shank of the héad II. 
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In Fig. 8 the handle and shank are sur- . 
rounded by metal ferrules c', held to the 
parts by bolts P', these ferrules having ex 
tensions to one side of the periphery of the 
parts through which the pivot E extends. 

In Fig. 9 the abutting faces of the handle 
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648,256 
and shank of the head e correspondingly 
serrated or stepped, as at a. At the pivotal 
point each of the parts is fitted with a plate 
B', having opeings through the same which 
provide a bearing for the ball B, which in 
this instance forms the pivot. A leather band. 
I, surrounds the club at the pivotal point, and 
a series of yielding baads R are 

... above.and below the pivotal point. 

15 

In Figs. 10, 11, and 12 a form of the inven 
tion is shown in which a metal head H', hav 
ing an integral shank extension through 
which a socket extends, is used. A wood con 
tinuation at of this shank is fitted and held 
in this socket. 
formed by a stud F, projecting from a plate 
F, countersunk in and secured to the handle 
by screws D, the stud finding a bearing in 
the shank of the head. The arrangement of 
the bands L and R. R. is similar to that shown 
in Fig. 1. r 
As shown in Figs. 13 and 4, the head HX 

may be pivotally connected to the end of the 
handle and a single yielding band R. em 

25 iployed, which is arranged above the pivotal 
connection. In this form of the invention 
the shank and handle end are not corre 
spondingly formed or shaped. The end of 
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4. 

the handle is preferably fitted with a ferrule 
T through which the pivot-bolt F extends, 
washer MR° being interposed between the 
hatrale Rathe shank. and a nut Mbeing 
serewed upon the end of the bolt. A wedge 
S may be driven into the end of the handle 

35 In the form of the invention shown in Figs. 
1516, 17, and 18 a cap'S' is fitted upon the 
end of the handleifröm which lugs J" Jex 
teiid, bet 

to expand the same in the ferrule. 

...,'... . . which the shank of the head is pivotad. The side of the cap adjacent to 
the shaki may be toothed, as at P', to re 
catvátháiend of a nawl-P', the opposite end 

Fig. 19 shows a modification of the form 
...last described the cap S having the lugs.J.' 

the parts in position. . 

yieldingly hold the parts against relative dis 

Witnesses: 

of which is pivotally secured to the end of 
the shank. The elastic bands surround the 
shank and cap at a point between the pawl 45 
and the pivotal connection. By means of the 
pawl the relative adjustment of the head and 
handle may be secured. The pivotal bolt F. 
has a nut Non its end. Washers MR are arranged also used. . . . so 

J extending longitudinally from-the- end 
thereof. The pawl P is in this case carried directly by the cap and the end of the shank 5.5 
is toothed. . . " 

The pivotal connection is . I claim. . . . . . . . . 
1. A golf-club having the head pivoted to 

the handle thereof, and yielding means for 
holding the parts against relative displace- 6o 
ment. . . . 

2. A golf-club having the head thereof piv 
oted thereto, and a flexible band for holding 

3. A golf-club having the head provided 65 
with an extension, the stem, a pivot extend 
ing through the head extension and the stem 
for holding the parts together, and a flexible 
band encircling said extension and stem to 

7o 
placement. . . . . . In a golf-club, a stepped or serrated ra. 
dial jointing-surfaceX between the shank of 
the golf-head and the handle and yielding or 
elastic lashings R and band Estabstantially. 
as described. 

In testimony whereof I have here unto set 
my hand, this 1st day of November, 1899, in 
the presence of two attesting witnesses. 

JOHN WILLIAM HARTLEY. 
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E. W. DAVIES-REEs, 
John H. CoPESTAKE.. 

  

  


